
In 2014, a group of entrepreneurs threw a party in Cincinnati and called it Unpolished. 

They were done with the fake shine of "hustle-culture" and wanted to host an honest
conversation about the gritty, lonely, and uncertain parts of entrepreneurship. Hundreds
of people showed up for the first Unpolished night, and from there it grew into an annual
conference attracting thousands of curious and faith-driven entrepreneurs. In 2018,
Unpolished merged with OCEAN Accelerator to become OCEAN Programs.

OCEAN is teaming up with FaithTech to bring the Unpolished Roadshow to hundreds of
entrepreneurs in nine key cities who experience the same tension. The roadshow will invite
professionals in tech & entrepreneurship to consider how faith relates to their work and
help them activate their dreams & skills for the kingdom.

Why Unpolished?

2022-2023 Tour

A night to talk about the gritty parts of entrepreneurship, 
technology and what faith has to do with it.

FaithTech bridges the gap between faith
and technology. By launching and

building communities around the world,
FaithTech offers technology

professionals community and
opportunities to join in hackathons, lab

projects, and venture-building.

OCEAN activates dreamers and early-stage
entrepreneurs with practical business

training rooted in timeless biblical wisdom.
With small business training (Genesis) and

a high-tech accelerator, OCEAN trains
hundreds of faith-driven entrepreneurs

each year around the world.
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Local 

Presenting
$1,500

National
Supporting

$2,500

National
Presenting
$5,000

National
Sustaining
$20,000

Logo and mention on local
registration form     

Dedicated email to local event
attendees     

Onstage recognition at local
event     

Distribution of marketing
materials onsite at local event     

Clickable logo on national event
series landing page     

Dedicated post on all OCEAN
social media channels     

Dedicated blog post on your
organization on OCEAN's blog     

Dedicated marketing email to
OCEAN newsletter list     

Material distribution at all
events     

3-5 minute video or
presentation at all events     

Does your organization have an interest in reaching people in technology and entrepreneurship? Join
the roadshow as a sponsor! Sponsorship packages range from $1,500-$20,000 and include custom
brand-building opportunities. 

Sponsor Unpolished Tour

Contact:
Christy Johnson, (616) 566-7944, christy@oceanprograms.com

mailto:christy@oceanprograms.com

